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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2012. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 236 x 164 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Twenty thousand years ago our planet was an icehouse.
Temperatures were down six degrees; ice sheets kilometres thick buried much of Europe and North
America and sea levels were 130m lower. The following 15 millennia saw an astonishing
transformation as our planet metamorphosed into the temperate world upon which our civilisation
has grown and thrived. One of the most dynamic periods in Earth history saw rocketing
temperatures melt the great ice sheets like butter on a hot summer s day; feeding torrents of
freshwater into ocean basins that rapidly filled to present levels. The removal of the enormous
weight of ice at high latitudes caused the crust to bounce back triggering earthquakes in Europe
and North America and provoking an unprecedented volcanic outburst in Iceland. A giant
submarine landslide off the coast of Norway sent a tsunami crashing onto the Scottish coast while
around the margins of the continents the massive load exerted on the crust by soaring sea levels
encouraged a widespread seismic and volcanic rejoinder. In many ways, this post-glacial world
mirrors that projected to arise as a...
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Reviews
A whole new electronic book with an all new perspective. It is one of the most incredible book we have read. Your way of life span will likely be convert when
you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Spencer Fa y
Extensive information for ebook lovers. It typically is not going to expense too much. I discovered this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to
learn.
-- Pr of. Ger a r do Gr imes III
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